
CITIZEN KANE AMERICAN DREAM ESSAY

Free Essay: The United States of America is the most powerful and wealthy country in the world. The varieties of class,
individuality, religion, and race are.

It uses a non linear approach to the story telling, which is something we've been seeing a lot of recently but
was rarely found in films from the forties. Welles efficaciously creates new outlooks for the audience. While a
person would consider just having enough money to pay bill, a roof over their heads, and food their goals the
dream is way different. This specific alteration to a white outdoor puting represents the artlessness and
pureness that Kane will lose by go forthing his old life behind. One's formal expectation of this theme would
be that of a perfect family life, large amounts of money, a successful career and ultimately, happiness. Essay
American Dream Citizen Kane vs. Related posts:. George Coulouris and Orson Welles. As the grownups
move towards Kane to state him of his future finish. While there are many cases of both wealth and success in
the movie Citizen Kane. As you well know, we as a class early this term studied that exact subject. Later in the
movie, Mildred went on to marry Monte in what seemed to be an impulsive marriage. The focus of this essay
is on the picnic sequence that appears late in Susan Alexander's recount to Thompson, the reporter searching
for the meaning of Mind Control The satire in "Citizen Kane" words - 2 pages The famous classic Citizen
Kane, by Orson Welles, lashes out at the way we are affected by the mass media. His defining moment was
the point where his life changed irrevocably for what appears to be the better, from a materialistic viewpoint,
but which actually leaves him vulnerable and alone. Throughout the first few proceedingss of the scene.
People immigrate to start a new life and reinvent themselves, but even the hardest working individuals have
been mistreated. Gettys, his opponent in the race for Governor of New York, Gettys decides to lash out in
retaliation, and exposes Kane's relationship with Susan Alexander. He forces Susan to become a great singer,
which she will never be, and then hides away within Xanadu, throwing lavish picnic outings and trying to
keep his unhappy marriage a secret. Subsequently on. Americans dream of a successful marriage, family,
successful job, and own a Victorian-style home with a white picket fence and an oak tree with a swing tire in
the front yard. They both use multiple narratives to tell their stories; however, the idea of truth is handled
differently in each. Welles uses puting. This scene is set in the Kane embarkation place. This paper will
discuss the ownership of the American Dream and the aspect of how the search for something better leads to
the intangible and the never ending "pursuit of happiness.


